
 

 



               Installation Instructions For Kodiak 450 Part # 9661 

Step One: It is easies to install the skid plates with the machine stood up on its rear. Get a friend 

to help you stand the machine up. It is best to have a piece of cardboard for the rear of the 

machine to rest on, so you don’t scratch anything. Secure the machine to something stable 

using a tie down strap. Ensure the machine is steady and can not fall over before proceeding 

with the installation. 

Step Two: Remove all of the factory plastic skid plates. 

Step Three: Take your 961M plate and set it into position. The front mounting points will pick 

up the factory threads. Leave these bolts loose for now. Next you can take your clamps and 

hang them around the frame and line them up with the mounting holes in the skid. Use anti 

seize on any of the bolts going into our clamps. The clamps feature an all metal locking nut, the 

anti seize will help the bolt go into the nut, and will help prevent any rusting of the hardware in 

the future. Leave these bolts loose for now. 

Step Four: Now you can set your 961R plate into position and hang the clamps around the 

frame to line up with the mounting holes in the skid. Use anti seize on these bolts and leave 

them loose for now. 

Step Five: Before you install your 969FB floor board skids, you need to remove the 8 bolts that 

secure the floor board to the frame. There are eight bolts total, four on each side. Refer to your 

hardware placement guide for the bolt length placement. The longer bolts go inboard and the 

shorter bolts go outboard. Set your floorboard skid into position and run the bolts through the 

factory threads that you removed the stock bolts from. The bolts for the skids will run through 

the frame the opposite side the factory bolts were run. The head of the bolt will be facing 

towards the ground. You will then install a nut on the top side of the floorboard where your 

feet rest. Leave these loose for now, it is the same procedure for the left and right side of the 

machine. 

Step Six: you are now ready to fully tighten your skid plates. Square the skids up to the frame, 

and adjust for the best fit, and tighten all of the hardware, once you have the main belly skid 

tight, you can adjust and tighten your floorboard skids. Once you have the floor boards tight 

you can tighten the nut on the top side of the floor board. 

Step Seven: To install your front A arm skids, set the skid in place and hang and start the clamps 

and bolts. Use anti seize on these bolts, and leave them loose for now. Tighten one bolt enough 

the skid will not move. Now you need to check the clearance of the skid. Turn the handlebar all 

the way to one side and verify that you have no contact with anything to the skid, front and 

back. Now turn the handlebar fully to the other side and verify you have clearance to the skid. 

Once you have established you have clearance around the skid in both directions you can fully 

tighten the a arm skid down. If you do have contact or interference, loosen the skid, to adjust 



accordingly. Once you have established clearance you can fully tighten the a arm skid down. It 

is the same procedure for both the left and right side of the machine. 

Step Eight: To install the rear a arm skid is pretty much the same procedure as the front, you 

just don’t have the handlebars to turn. Set the plate into position hang the clamps and start the 

bolts. Use anti seize on these bolts. Check the plate for clearance and fully tighten the bolts. It is 

the same procedure for both sides of the machine. This completes your installation of your 

Ricochet skid plate set. 

 



 

 



 


